Using the Assessment /Tracking sheet, you may have identified ‘outcomes’ (the Unique Child statements in Development Matters) which, you have noticed from your observation, are not yet completely secure or established for the child. You can use this sheet to plan for those outcomes. Please write your identified outcome or statement for the child and the best-fit, relevant age band, and then how you intend to plan to extend the child, based on this outcome. You can continue to use these lines of development until the next time you complete the Assessment /Tracking sheet. Progress can be recorded on the back of this sheet, along with the parent’s thoughts. The date on this sheet should cross reference with the date on the Assessment /Tracking sheet, providing evidence of planning for the individual child.
Review

*Your comments about the success of your planning*

Parent’s comments

Parent’s signature:  
Date:  

Practitioner’s signature:  
Date: